
Replacing Brake Pads

When to replace brake pads?

- When they don’t grip (you’ll feel it) (often the case when old)

- When grooves are almost worn away

- When they developped a lip due to poor pad alignment

Brake PADS !!!

LIP really worn out

Aligning pads
- Pads must strike rim in the centre when lever is pulled. Check 

to see if this is the case because the pads have a slightly 

di!erent position relative to the rim when lever is pulled (or 

not). Ideally the entire surface of the pad contacts the rim when 

you brake. 

- To adjust bolt-on pads (caliper), move them around the caliper 

until they are in position, bolt ‘em on with a socket wrench. For 

cantilever brakes, use an allen key. Remember that when you 

brake hard, pads might ride up higher than they do when you just 

pull the lever in the shop. If this happens, the pad might contact 

the tire, stripping it away. This could ruin the tire.

How do you know your pads  are upside-down?

Most caliber breaks are symmetrical

Others have arrows (which should be pointed 

forward). When you have an asymmetrical pad 

you want the longer side to be pointing 

towards the back.

Toe-in

- The main cause of brake squeaking is that the 

pad is not toed-in. A pad is toed-in when the 

leading edges of the pads are slightly angled so 

that they touch the rim "rst.

- If the brakes keep squeaking, clean the rim 

(rubbing alcohol or degreaser)

Ideally, a toed-in pad has a .5mm gap (10% 

di!erence max between front and back) at the 

backs of the pad when the front edge touches 

the rim. A piece of cardboard can be held at the 

backs of the pads to achieve this while aligning 

pads.

- Sanding new brake pads is a good idea (not 

absolutely necessary) but starts the process of 

working them in

CABLES and housing !!!

Things to Keep in Mind

Front break vs. Rear break

 You should be using your front break at all times (it is more e!ective because your 

center of gravity is the front). Despite what you are taught as a child. 

If you get good at using your front break, you can feel just when your back wheel 

starts to lift o! the ground/skid. This is ultimate braking power. You stop FAST.

Using lube 

Try not to get lube on rims. If you do, wipe it o! with rubbing alcohol or degreaser.

Where to use lube: brake pivots, cable, adjusting barrel, anchor bolt threads (so 

they don’t get threaded from tightening)

Installing housing: 

Cut or "le ends of housing so they are $at and $ush, obstruction free. Use something pointy and sharp, like 

needle-nosed pliers, to open the end of the housing up if it has gotten crushed.

Make sure you are using the right type of housing: spiral housing. Brake cable (spiral) housing is meant to 

compress, and is stronger. Can be identi"ed by (you guessed it) a spiral of metal inside the plastic. Gear 

cable housing is not as strong and has no give to it. Can be identi"ed by a layer of wires in plastic, followed 

by plastic sheath. Consider putting a ferrule (small metal cap) over end of housing before installing it. This 

can help keep the housing aligned in the cable stop. 

Measure twice, cut once. 

If there are no stops to route cable, use zip ties (but pay attention to whether housing contacts moving 

parts – ie. Chainwheel, derailleur)

The Four Commandments of Cable Routing:    (according to Sheldon Brown)

1. The handlebars must be able to turn as far as they can in both directions without being limited by a cable pulling taut. Instead, the turning limit 

must be set by the handlebar bumping into the top tube or by the brake arm or re$ector bracket bumping into the down tube. 

2. No wrong direction bends.  For example: as the rear brake cable leaves the top tube and makes the bend down toward the caliper, it should 

make a smooth transition from parallel to the top tube to parallel to the seat stays. If the cable bends up from the top tube before bending 

down toward the seat stays, it is probably too long. If the cable curves out past the caliper, then bends back at an angle more vertical than 

the seat stays, it is certainly too long.

3. The bends that cannot be avoided should be made as wide (gradual) as possible. 

4. Cable housings should be as short as they can be without violating the above rules.

Good routing


